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Reternity
A coming-of-age sci-fi novel from a Christian perspective

Where Science and Faith Collide
www.reternitybook.com

New Release: (I’ll let actual readers provide the opening paragraph.)
“A very evocative book…a masterful job…stays with you long after turning the last page…I did not expect the 
ending…I loved this book ...a rare postcard from our own futures…completely blown away with the ending …
As for the ending  - phenomenal!...I found myself pulling out my Bible to keep up …You won’t want to put this 
page-turner down …I could not put it down! …made my eyes water…made me cry…You won’t want to put the 
book down…keeps the reader at the edge of their seat…I was spellbound…Even this morning I am ‘feeling’ it 
internally.”

Synopsis:
Reternity is the tale of Max, the esteemed (and only) child of Reverend and Mrs. Maxwell, a simple but hard-
working family in the American Midwest who love their son. Their hearts, however, are heavy with trepidation as 
he embarks on the next chapter of his life: university, and worry about the effects of such a liberal environment 
on his Christian values.  Their fears deepen as he cultivates his academic abilities outside of his planned seminary 
by enrolling in the campus-renowned class of Professor Nowak, a science teacher who proffers each semester 
the Near Impossible Assignment to anyone willing and brave enough to accept the challenge, for bonus points of 
course.  

Ready to put his intellect on the line, Max thrusts himself right into the scientific puzzle, and he serendipitously 
discovers something that even bemuses the professor himself, an invention that could change the world.  But can 
Max push forth with his scientific investigation without alienating those he loves or compromising his Christian 
values?  The professor and Max both embark on a quest whose destination no one around them could possibly 
have seen coming…

About the author:
Neal Wooten grew up on Sand Mountain and lived in Alabama until five years ago when he was dragged, kick-
ing and screaming, to the snow-infested plains of the American Midwest.  Over the years, his creative vices have 
included the popular comic strip “Warp,” a columnist for several publications, standup comedy (getting started 
in Huntsville at the Comedy Club) to this ― his first novel.  The wonderful foreword in this book was written 
by Neal’s high school science teacher, Terry Niblett, from whom he first learned a non-conflicting appreciation 
between science and faith.    

Editorial Review:
This book tells its story in a very interesting way ― much more valid than the “Left Behind” series ever was. . . 
a thought provoking read. . . startling to say the least, with some incredible plot twists.  5 out of 5 hearts – Heart-
land Reviews
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